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boundaries, in inventing formulas.    The  scientific
method, the historical method,  and all the other
methods invaded the domain of the imagination, and
imposed upon its phenomena the rigidity of scientific
processes. The nineteenth century embarked with
terrible seriousness on the adventure of history-writing;
and it left us with all our literatures neatly arranged,
and grouped and pigeon-holed. The authors of every
country were sifted out and put together in " schools" ;
and I doubt not that some of these authors, were they
able to come back to earth again, would rub their eyes
in wonder at the strange bedfellows with whom they
had been associated. The creation of order is, of
course, a necessary step in the study of spiritual, no less
than of material phenomena ; but the mistake of the
nineteenth century, as I see it, was to believe that,
once the labels were attached, the task was accom-
plished. In reality, the consequence of this classifi-
catory zeal has been that that century has handed on to
us, together with its industriously amassed facts, many
misleading deductions and prejudices, which it must
be the business of our modern time fundamentally to
reconsider. Our new literary historians have, indeed,
a formidable task, to undo the web which has been so
assiduously woven by their predecessors. Above all
things, we have to emancipate ourselves from the
tyranny of the formula ; and in particular, 1" think the
time has come when we might attempt to revise our
conceptions of one of the most persistent: and potent
formulas of all, that of the great dualism in aesthetics
which is labelled " Classic and Romantic ". We have
to ask ourselves frankly, what; are the actual facts on
which this dualism rests. Is the antithesis a real one*
or rather—for I do not wish to imply that there is none
-Hs the dualism as deep-seated as we have hitherto
believed it to be ? Arc Classicism and Romanticism
entirely irreconcilable ?
I may say at once that the problem has been brought
home mo me  with  peculiar force  by  a  personal

